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Secretary John Sotomayor, Steven Barbieri, Reuven Bell, Rachel Ehrenpreis, Dov 

Goldman, Larry Goldman, Richard Kenny, and Diana Wong. They are sometimes 

asked to make tough decisions, which while personally difficult, are necessary to 

maintain the fiscal integrity of our cooperative, and which can lead as just happened 

to an unwanted but necessary maintenance increase.  

When the city raised our real estate taxes by over $1.7 million this year alone the 

Board had no choice but vote to fund it. We can't tell the city we won't pay. If the 

state raises the minimum wage to $15 an hour on January 1, 2019, we must fund each 

and every wage at a cumulative cost of hundreds of thousands of dollars a year. Our 

guards are entitled to a living wage and the Board will follow the law and fund it. 

Measures that bring in even small amounts of revenue are always considered, cost 

saving measures always implemented where feasible, and careful bidding of capital 

projects always done. But, it is only through our lucrative long-term commercial 

leases, carrying charges, sublet fees, fluctuating flip tax revenue, parking, bike room, 

fitness center, storage room and event space rental fees where we receive our income. 

When necessary such decisions are made at as minimal cost to all of us cooperators as 

possible. The Board will always take those actions that will maintain our buildings 

and property in top notch and excellent condition. Our cooperators deserve nothing 

less. 

I would like to thank our outstanding boiler room staff who provide us with heat 

during 3 seasons and hot water all year long. Our boiler plant is highly efficient and 

state of the art. Thanks also go to Chief Engineer Jimmy Ritchie and his staff for 

decorating the park and many of our other fences and grounds with seasonal lighting. 

Our excellent maintenance department staff, led by Bob Wescott, must be 

thanked for their dedication and devotion to our co-op. His staff includes dispatchers, 

porters, repairmen, maintenance workers and the garbage detail to name a few. The 

installation of our new park fences and the fences along Grand Street by our sister co-

op Hillman Housing were all fabricated and installed in-house by our superb staff. 



This saved us over $300,000 last year versus using outside companies and materials. 

Our workers took great pride in this project. In the spring and summer new low 

fencing, similar to Hillmans', will be installed at East River along Lewis and then 

down Grand Street. This will be another beautification of our grounds. 

I also want to thank our security and Management office staff. We have so many 

excellent men and women protecting and serving us every day. We are fortunate to 

have so many dedicated workers who in many cases have served our cooperative for 

many decades. 

I would like to extend a thank you to the members of our House Committee who 

meet monthly, produce a newsletter, do site surveys of our grounds and try to mediate 

grievances among cooperators among other good deeds they undertake on behalf of 

our cooperative. A liaison from the Board also attends and participates in meetings of 

the House Committee.  

I am happy to report that negotiations are commencing with our laundry room 

contractor which will result in the total renovation of our laundry rooms on a 

staggered schedule. Every washing machine and dryer will be replaced with the latest 

equipment and technology, and the work is expected to occur in mid-summer and fall.  

Lastly, I want to thank the many cooperators who are committed to our co-op, 

community and neighborhood on a wide variety of issues. The coming L train (which 

runs along 14th Street before entering Brooklyn) shutdown which will last 

approximately 18 months poses potential health consequences for our cooperators. 

The city will be running pollution filled diesel buses almost non-stop in both 

directions on the Williamsburg Bridge during this entire time. The noxious fumes 

passing by our windows, parks and streets as well as the pedestrian dangers caused by 

thousands of buses driving in our neighborhood is of great concern. While a number 

of us had been expressing concerns to our elected officials it was a group including 

some of our cooperators who were in the forefront of challenging and bringing suit 
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